Planetar y Healing, Peace & Love Pr oject of Avalon
Calling All Kin...

Poets, Bards, Healers, Wizards, Knights, Damsels, Elves, Faeries, Celts, Druids, Lovers, Musicians, Magicians, Saints & Sages, Gurus, Gods &
Goddesses, Prophets, Dowsers & Diviners, Earth Healers, Geomancers, Serpents & Dragons, Unicorns, Skywalkers, Kings and Queens, Princes &
Princesses, Actors, Dancers & Jugglers. Galactic Brothers & Sisters and the Elders of Avalon (and Hobbits) once more united in Peace, Love, Unity,
Unity,
Respect for all Kin and GAIA.

UNIVERSAL LAW OF ONE

This simple project is reminding people that as humans, we are the Guardians of our
BLUE-GREEN PLANET. We are now aware of our Healing Powers & Spriritual Essence as beings
of imense power, grace & light. By Opening our hearts to the Source of all life, we Can make a
difference to each others lives and our Sacred Planet, for the benifit of all. With respect for our
Mother Earth & acceptance of our differences, we can inspire though love, healing,
natural cycles, sacred diet, art and music, the new world of peace that the prophets have foretold!

Let us use our inate gifts & Loving hearts now, for the highest good of all.

ENABLE PEACE TO FLOW ON EARTH

Welcome here kind stranger....

And enter the Realms of the Otherworld. The Mystical Realm,
The Sacred Realm, the Faerie Realm; AVALON RISING!
The rising of true peace and harmony on Planet Earth, with the
waking up of NEW ALBION. Let us all start to perceive the
wonders of the world around us and the truth and wisdom within.
Raise our hearts for the higher good as the Grail is returned to the
Dragon Heart of Britain. Let us link with the kin of all
planetary cultures as the unfoldment of the love vibration
echoes through harmonic global music, dance, song, healing and
art. This Aquarian surge will pulsate around our planet as the
energy of ‘Arthur’, the once and always true-born King – The
Source of All, who gives the directives of life through divine ratio
- has returned to the land through humanity, releasing Excalibur,
the Sword of Truth from The Grail of Glastonbury.
This broadsheet carries encoded enlightenment for which we all
give thanks for contributions large and small (KeepWriting!)
Network the Great Awakening of the New Age and Reverse the
‘One-Ring’! May Avalon Rising prove to be of assistance to you
in understanding the amazing days and nights in which we live.
Give thanks to the arrival of the‘New Human’ on
Summer Solstice 2005AD, as King Arthur, accompanied by
Queen Guinivere (Sun & Moon) return in harmony to the Sacred
Land of Britain at the turning of the Ages, to enable peace to flow
through Avalon for the highest good of all.
Inlakesh.
David Hatfield,
author of the forthcoming book,
‘The Glastonbury Grail: Lyte
Lyte of the World’.
david@avalonrising.co.uk

For more info www.avalonrising.co.uk

PEACE & HARMONY FOR ONE & ALL

Avalon Rising is a non-profit
collective who are working for the goodof-all. We fund our service from our own
work and by holding talks in Avalon.
Please support the project with donations.
Suggested donations of 50p to a pound
for this broadsheet.
broadsheet.

“The King has returned to the land”
Photo of sacred tree at Wagg Drove on
Beltane 2005. Courtesy of Lobsang
Nimblepandy.

‘R ound T able ’

Two Fishes swimming upon an ancient Holy sea
just off the Isle Of Avalon
where lie the towns of Street & Glastonbury...
The lamb looks over his shoulder as he rests upon Walton Hill
accompanied by a horned Bull
with a navel monument where should be Arthur’s arrow quill...
The Argo sails’ with it’s cargo of a bruised Humanity
cradling and carrying him towards his destiny...
The Lion Guards over the Twin
who sits in meditation
The Earth Goddess weaves her magic
over all within her dominion...
From upon the wings of a Dove
the Holy Spirit descends
The Scorpio now plays it’s part
in shaping out tale’s end...
The Archer is himself stung and
he falls towards the Goat’s horn
The Phoenix flies high from
his cinnamon fire as
Mankind is re-born
~ J. Jackamara

Email: another ofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk

Earth Healing through Pilgrimage...

Why are so many of us wandering the
planet in search of ‘who knows what?’ Or are
we in fact, part of a great cosmic play in which
we follow our hearts & connect with the places
we journey to? Are we instruments by which
Gaia heals herself, then consequently us too?
Most people have had the experience
of ending up at certain places in nature without
knowing exactly why they are there. If this has
happened to you, it is likely that Gaia has called
you to be a pilgrim.
Just like Joseph Of Arimathea, who was
called to bring the teachings of Jesus and the
conscousness of the Aquarian Age to Avalon.
He Planted his staff and linked Jerusalem with
Glastonbury. Simple acts are perhaps the most
powerful for a pilgrim. If carried out with a good

Shaun Kirwan

heart, the effects can be world changing!
Since we all have planetary consciousness in our being, is it any wonder that you may
get picked on to perform a mission for Gaia,
that she can't quite manage herself? (Like
scratching an awkward spot). We can all do this
consciously if we are open to it.
You don't have to be a Medium or
Psychic, just the willingness to be of service to
the planet. So, the next time you get a wacky
feeling to go somewhere, just tune in to it and
see where it is from, and if there is anything or
anyone you need to bring with you. If your
friends get the same notion you may well be in
for an adventure.....
pilgrims links:

144,000 Souls Required ... by madan Mohan das
www.gatekeeper.org

pilgrimstribe.tribe.net

The beating heart of any culture is heard and felt through
the vibrancy of its music scene. The full power to achieve perfect harmony and rapidly restore the true human spirit of love,
mutual respect and unity in diversity now lies decisively in the
hands of the music-makers and music-lovers.
The Rainbow Bridge Project is working with numerous
musicians, artists, event organizers and music lovers everywhere
to help bring about a radical transformation in worldwide consciousness. We are distributing 144,000 spiritually-surcharged
free CDs as our contribution to dissipating darkness and creating
a planet-wide portal of natural harmonic resonance, flooding
hearts, homes and minds with unprecedented waves of light, love
and soothingly peaceful sound vibrations.
As we are now rapidly progressing towards critical
mass – reaching 18,000 spiritually conscious brothers and sisters
for each G8 member country – the base iron of ignorance, violence and deception is slowly but surely transforming into the
pure gold of fully-enlightened conscious awareness. And simply
by holding the vision of light and love triumphing over darkness
and fear, each and every one of us is assured of playing a big
part in helping to make it happen. Positive visualisation motivated by pure, unselfish love is the very highest power we have at
our disposal.
It is written in the most ancient of holy scriptures, the
Vedas, that when governments become burdensome and corrupt,
they must be removed by force. The petty distractions of party

politics hold no solutions. The whole system has proven itself to
be a burden to every living being on the planet, endangering our
well-being, our future lives and the lives of our children and all
future generations more and more as every day passes. The time
has come for us all to fully reclaim the divine birthright of our
personal sovereignty as individual souls. The greatest force for
us to right wrongs and return honesty, peace and justice to the
world lies within the very fabric of our being.
We are made of the same stuff as God – pure love – and love
is the only way ahead, for the absolute optimum benefit of everyone. The meek are already reclaiming the rightful inheritance of
our sacred Mother Earth, as the ultimate “finishing school” on
our unique journeys towards individual spiritual perfection. If we
are not now doing what we do with the utmost love, then we
must seriously ask ourselves why we are doing it at all. Perfect
harmony can only be achieved through love. Not crass, wishywashy sentimentality, but continuous practical application of the
highest principle and the very greatest power available in unlimited abundance to each and every one of us.
This is no time for preaching, or fighting. Simply to
engage full-time in positive affirmation of our true identities as
eternal spirit souls, to join hands and hearts and sing and dance
together in joyous celebration is quite sufficient to dispel all
darkness – personal and planetary – and carry us all the way
back to our true home, where we will know everlasting peace
and unending loving happiness.

TO PARTICIPATE IN A 100-DAY FESTIVAL OF

The biblical concept of 144,000 souls attaining
salvation finds its highest expression when a critical mass of
144,000 people - comprising any members of the world population
in any place at any time - take action to transform personal and
global consciousness by simultaneously visualising light, love and
peace illuminating the entire planetary grid in all directions. A
worldwide portal of natural harmonic resonance is thus created,
dispelling darkness and offering every soul on the planet an
unprecedented opportunity to ascend into the highest state of
spiritual perfection in the crucial years leading up to 2012. And
that's just the first 100-day festival...

Calling 144,000 Souls...

HARMONIC RESONANCE

FRIDAY
FRIDAY 8th JULY
JULY to
SUNDAY
SUNDAY 16th OCTOBER
OCTOBER 2005

In the 144,000 minutes (1 day = 1440
minutes) you can help to dissipate darkness and create a world wide portal of
natural harmonic resonance, simply by
visualising light, love and peace illuminating the entire planetary grid in all
directions. In the year 2005 the world
population stands at six billion.
6,000,000,000 divided by 41,666.666 =
144,000. 144,000 souls represent
0.0024% of the total human population(1 in 41,666).

T O CLAIM YOUR FREE CD
and find out more, please write, in confidence, to:
Rainbow Bridge Project, 111 Biddulph Way, Ledbury,
Herefordshire
HR8
2XL,
text
07951
735275
or phone Madan Mohan & Malini on 01531 631589

Day out of Time 25th july 2005

Blue Crystal Night

W izarding

by Paradox
What is a Wizard?
AWizard is one with the One
AWizard is one who knows revolution doesn’t come
through the barrell of a gun
AWizard and the earth are one, they both revolve around
the sun
And they’re both evolving into one
And now that the Wizard’s time has come
Babylon have fe run
So have no fear my son
Wizards get the job done....And to all of the Goddesses
beautiful daughters,
whether at great distance or close quarters
Wizards are loyal to the flow of your universal waters
Wizards are the ones that run with the horses
Wizards command Cosmic forces, by doing what the
Goddesses taught us
Unconditionally loving, cos that’s what The Source is
Of course it is, love is the source of all vortices from the deep
blue sea where the Orcas live to the heights of the mountainous Caucuses
So Wizards don’t build fortresses and we can’t be held by
locks or mortices
We navigate parallel universes by singing
their choruses
AWizard isn’t what you thought it is
ATime Lord, that’s what a Wizard is
Just like Dr Who with his Tardis,
Wizards are time trvelling galactic tourists
Walking talking tomorrow people living
time’s crystalline stories
Mysterious jokers and long shot dark horses
The illuminating nemesis of all dark forces
But Wizards don’t live for platitudes,
Wizards have an attitude of gratitude
Dancing to the telepathic tune that the
earths crystal core sings
Having a fabulous mythological fling,
with the lady of the solar ring
Liberating her soul from the Lords of the Bling Bling
That’s how Wizards spend their time,
Sharing it with the earth Goddess
and experinecing the Divine
Living in natural 13 moon time, with
natural rhythm and natural rhyme
Letting go of possession obsession,
transcending yours and mine
Evolving into the sublime unified higher mind
You can tell a Wizard by the way we shine
Take the unconditioned perspective of a baby and the discernment of an experienced adult
Add a codon of Cosmic Memory,
and a Wizard is the result!
Real life X-men with evoloving DNAcapability
Living Time asArt Wizards transcend
space through telepathy
Cos thought has infinite velocity
Faster than the speed of light it spirals into infinity
Radially and Holographically, Instantaneously and Magically,
manifesting perfectly
As the physical world we see with our physical eyes
Cos its the meta-physical that
makes the physical arise
Just like on the night the whole world
looks to the skies
And is awakened at last, by the Wizards surprise
So when the Rainbow Bridge
appears around the earth
And the world is recreated anew
As the mighty Timeship Earth,
sailed by its Cosmic Wizard crew
Tell me, will one of those Wizards be you?

www.wavespell.net

for info on the Dreamspell
Calendar

Mark Heley says... .

5th June 2005 = Red Magnetic Skywalker
(in the ‘Dreamspell’) = 1 Reed (traditional
Calendar) = ‘Quetzalcoatl’s’
‘Quetzalcoatl’s’ Birthday =
Quetzalcoatl is also called the ‘Rainbow
Serpent’ = On 5th June 2005 the ‘Rainbow
Serpent’ crop circle was reported to
www.cropcircleconnector.com
The crop circle is on the ‘Mary’ energy line
that is also called the ‘Rainbow Serpent’.
See images overleaf… .

Whats So Special About 2012?
“So the 13-baktun cycle
of the Long Count
calendar of the Maya
terminates on Winter
Solstice 2012.
So what? Another
pseudo-apocalypse?”

The Maya inherited
their basic calendrical information from
the Olmecs who
developed the Long
Count between the
500 and 200 BC.
But as a matter of
fact, there are several other independent sources that also mark 2012 as a
conspicuous time.
- In the 1920s, a Seneca medicine man
called Moses Shongo predicted that there
would be a 25-year Earth purification period
leading up to 2012.
- In the 1950s, a Native American called
Reuben Silverbird had an out-of-body experience in which he predicted a rebirth experience in 2012.
- In the 1970s, the Chinese oracle, the I
Ching was found by Terence McKenna to
encode a fractal time wave that terminates
late in 2012.
- In the 1980s, the Paqos, who are priests of
the Q’ero tribe living in the Andes in Peru,
announced that their Pachakuti formula – the
overturning of spacetime – would start in
1990 and last 22 years. Thus 2012 would
bring the start of a Golden Age called Taripay
Pacha, when the upper world, lower world
and everyday world will unite.

All these other sources knew
nothing of the Maya Long Count, so
what can it all mean? “Mystical experiences” such as:
· hypnotic progression,
· out-of body experiences,
· near-death experiences,
· lucid dreams,
· remote viewing,
· alien abduction,
· meditative trance states...

All these have produced a certainty in
some experiencers that 2012 is a time of
special significance. Recent research by
Dr. Rick Strassman suggests that all
these experiences are caused by a very
similar neuro-chemical to that which the
Maya shamans ingested to go into
trance. The trance and altered states
seem to give access to a global megamind - the developing consciousness of
the Earth. Earth's population is reaching
a critical number, at which the components of the system start to work together like human neurons in a global brain.
The Long Count calendar that

the Olmec and Maya used has now
been shown to track a cycle known as
Precession, and the 13-baktun cycle
ends when the winter solstice sun conjuncts the galactic equator, close to
galactic centre. This is known as
Galactic Alignment.
The 13-baktun cycle is one
eighth of Earth's "variation of axis tilt"
cycle and the baktun itself is the same
as the rotational period of Earth's core.
This suggests a possibility of geomagnetic reversal.
Other scientists have recently
reported that human biochemistry and
psychic ability is affected by Earth's orientation to the stars, and galactic centre
in particular.
So this Galactic Alignment
process could indicate a time-window
that will see the first examples of an
altered humanity – some think that we
can expect an increased telepathic ability, as seems to be the case with the
“psychic children”. If a geomagnetic
reversal is involved, or an electro-magnetic pulse wave, there is a possibility
that the functioning of electronic devices
would be compromised, and some say
that humans would lose their memory,
thus ending all conflict, since the reason
for fighting would be forgotten.
Others think that it could trigger
mass out-of-body experiences or the rising of Kundalini – the fire serpent of
Hindu lore that lies dormant at the base
of the spine, and can, under special circumstances, rise up the spine to the
brain, when ego is annihilated and
enlightenment is achieved. This interpretation is reinforced by the recently
published lost Aztec codex, The
Pyramid of Fire, (see John Major
Jenkins’ recent book of this name), in
which the feathered serpent god,
Quetzalcoatl-Kukulcan is revealed to be
the same as Kundalini, and is directly
connected with 2012.
There have been many speculations and theories about what 2012
may bring, and these can be generally
grouped into the subheadings of catastrophic or ecstatic.
All these theories
are analysed in
the forthcoming
book:
Beyond 2012:
Catastrophe or
Ecstasy,
Ecstasy, which
is out now.
by Geoff
Geoff Stray

www.diagnosis2012.co.uk

GEOPATHIC & ELE CTRO STRESS

P OOR SL E E P ~ TI RE DN E S S ~ H EA DA CHE S
STRESS ~ LOW IMMUNITY ~ ILLNESS
may be caused by
Mobile Phones • Computers • Power Lines
Relay Masts • Underground Water
Disrupted Earth Energy ‘Ley’ Lines

Balance Your Environment
& Protect Your Health

The Spiral of Tranquility ™
PO Box 3747, Weymouth, Dorset,
DT3 5YD
Tel: 01305 816644

- LIGHTOWERS
- ETHERIUM GOLD
- SUPERGREENS
- WATER PURIFIERS
- MAXIMOL
- PHONE SHIELDS
- NONI JUICE
free advice: 01458 835211
835211
- ANTIOXIDANTS
info@newhuman.co.uk
- NON-TOXIC CARE
w w w . n e w h u m a n .co.uk

e-mail: spiraloftranquility.roma@virgin.net

Distributors for Centre for Implosion Research
Water: Nature’s Miracle

Journeys of Enchantment’
With Jamie Fraser Geor ge

Sacred tours of ancient sites with John Michell, Hamish Miller,
Caitlan Matthews, Geoffrey Ashe, Robin Heath and others.
Tel: 01458 831281
Mobile: 0468 087766
www.gothicimagetours.co.uk
WESSEX RESEARCH
RESEARCH GROUP
GROUP NETWORK
NETWORK www.wessexresearchgroup.net
A CO-ORDINATING NETWORK AND FOCUS FOR GROUPS AND
INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE MADE THE SACRED COMMITMENT TO THE
QUEST FOR TRUTH WHEREVER IT LEADS...
Founded by Nigel Blair with Sir George Trevelyan.
We have lecture and workshop branches throughout Wessex, including
“Avalon Rising” Group at the White Hart Inn, Somerton.
Linked to the NETWORK OF LIGHT (www.networkoflight.org) a global
network which has worldwide meditations at 9pm on the first day of the
month.

www.wessexresearchgroup.net
www.ascension2000.com
-David wilcock
www.ascension2000.com-David
www.mobile-clubbing.com
-flash mobbing
www.mobile-clubbing.com-flash
www.lauralee.com
-free radio on Net
www.lauralee.com-free
www.enterprisemission.com
-R.Hoagland
www.enterprisemission.com-R.Hoagland
-crop circles
www.swirlednews.com
www.swirlednews.com-crop
www.vortexmaps.com
-Planetary grid
www.vortexmaps.com-Planetary
www.sacredconnection.ndo.co.uk
-grids
www.sacredconnection.ndo.co.uk-grids
www.avalonconnections.co.uk
-Glasterz
www.avalonconnections.co.uk-Glasterz
www.soliluna.netAvalon workshops
www.soliluna.net-A
www.powerwatch.or
g.uk-tetra/masts
-tetra/masts
www.powerwatch.org.uk

www.lifeforcegenerators.com
-orgone
gone
www.lifeforcegenerators.com-or
www.educate-yourself.or
g -orgone
www.educate-yourself.org
-orgone plus
www.big-green-gathering.com
-Festival
www.big-green-gathering.com-Festival
www.geomancy
.orgg- Sig Longren
www.geomancy.or
g.uk -Avalon
www.faerykindom.or
-Avalon events
www.faerykindom.org.uk
www.spirit-of-yggdrasil.com
-Ormngndr
www.spirit-of-yggdrasil.com-Ormngndr
www.childrenofthenewworld.or
g.uk
www.childrenofthenewworld.org.uk
www.tortuga.com
-Dreamspell
www.tortuga.com-Dreamspell
www.npwa.freeserve.co.uk
-fluoride
www.npwa.freeserve.co.uk-fluoride
www.mcremo.comForbidden archeology
www.mcremo.com-Forbidden

Changing World
World Music
7 High Street, Glastonbury, BA6 9DP (@ Gothic Image)

Sponsor Avalon Rising
For the advancement of all Galactic Kin, World Peace & Love.

ENABLING PEACE TO FLOW ON EARTH

Many Thanks To David Hatfield, Susan & Jacob, Nicolas Mann, Arthur Howe,
Geoff Stray, Tor Webster, Mohan Das, Paradox, Jason, Mark Heley,
Hugh Newman & Shaun Kirwan.
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For more info www.avalonrising.co.uk Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk

